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Abstract

This article compares four museum exhibits of Jerusalem from different geographical and political contexts: the Tower of David Museum in Jerusalem, the Palestinian Museum in Birzeit, the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, and the Jewish Museum Berlin. It examines the role of heritage narrative, focusing specifically on the question of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, and how it is either openly engaged or, alternatively, avoided. The authors employ an analytical framework of settler colonialism and specifically highlight the asymmetric power dynamics resulting from Israel’s occupation of East Jerusalem, and how this political reality is addressed or ignored in the respective exhibits. The article also explores the agency of curators in shaping knowledge and perspective, and examines the role of the visitors community. The authors argue that the differences in approaches to exhibiting the city’s cultural heritage reveal how museums are central sites for the politics of the human gaze, where significant decisions are made regarding inclusion and exclusion of conflict.
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Introduction

Jerusalem’s cultural heritage, not unlike that of other settler colonial cities, cannot be exhibited in an “impartial” manner.¹ Jerusalem’s cultural and artistic legacies are intimately tied to the city’s geopolitical realities. Both the material and human landscapes are inherent to the structural asymmetries, an imbalance that transpires in all curatorial efforts to showcase the city. In this article, we document museum exhibits that center around Jerusalem, and explore them through the lens of current settler colonial discourses.²

In her 2015 article, “On Assumptive Solidarities in Comparative Settler Colonialisms,” feminist studies scholar Dana Olwan provides a nuanced approach to placing Palestine/Israel within an analysis of settler colonial states. She writes, “Although a settler-colonial framework helps us recognize similarities and mutualities in struggles, it also runs the risk of disappearing the particularities and specificities of settler colonial states and the regimes of violence they enact on Indigenous peoples.”³ At the same time, Olwan affirms the work of other Palestine scholars who bring “Israel into comparison with cases such as South Africa, Rhodesia and French-Algeria, and earlier settler colonial formations such as the United States, Canada or Australia, rather than the contemporary European democracies to which Israel seeks comparison.”⁴

In his book Heritage, Culture, and Politics in the Postcolony, cultural studies scholar Daniel Herwitz explores heritage formation in South Africa, recognizing the relationship between colonialism, apartheid, and how South Africans mark their past in museums and other cultural spheres. Herwitz also delineates the parallels and critical differences between the contexts in South Africa and Israel/Palestine, arguing that in Israel as a settler state, heritage is shaped by an unbalanced relationship with the indigenous Palestinian population.⁵

Anthropologist Lila Abu-Lughod also explores the complexities of discourses on settler colonialism with reference to Palestine/Israel. In her 2020 article, “Imagining Palestine’s Alter-Natives: Settler Colonialism and Museum Politics,” Abu-Lughod traces the rise of settler colonialism as a salient analytic for Palestine.⁶ She explicates both the potential limitations and strengths of adopting this framework of settler colonialism, particularly in a comparative lens to other contexts. Abu-Lughod considers the role of museums in either representing native cultures as static, or appropriating their cultures, or commemorating past and present harm against indigenous communities, or in empowering these populations and their political imaginaries. She demonstrates how the Palestinian Museum in the West Bank is an example of museum politics in service of what she terms “Alter-Natives,” or a conceptualization of possible future political sovereignty for Palestinians and other native peoples. We draw upon Abu-Lughod’s theorization of the relationship between museums and settler colonial discourses to reexamine our own ethnographic research in four different museums, looking specifically at their exhibitions on Jerusalem. It is in consideration of these debates that we highlight how two of the curatorial approaches can be understood as being in service of a settler colonial imagination,
while the other two actively challenge Israel’s settler colonial project in Palestine.

Our research reveals how the Tower of David Museum in East Jerusalem tells the city’s history in a manner that reinforces Israeli state-driven narratives about the Jewish heritage of the city, marginalizing the Christian and Muslim histories, while eclipsing Palestinian national identity altogether. The erasure of Palestinians in this exhibit is an extension of Israeli erasure of native Palestinians. Jerusalem as portrayed in *Tahya Al Quds (Jerusalem Lives)* at the Palestinian Museum in Birzeit, on the other hand, features the city as militarily occupied by Israel. This reflects Jerusalem as the central stage of Israel’s settler-colonial oppression of the Palestinian population. Jewish connections to the city are acknowledged merely as linked to the Israeli state’s appropriation of the history and cultural heritage in service of the eviction of Palestinians from the city. *Jerusalem 1000–1400: Every People Under Heaven* at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York proceeds as if there were no settler colonialism in the United States or Palestine/Israel. Drawing upon reified historical relics from the distant past that represent an aestheticized projection of Jerusalem and a fantasy of pluralism in the city, the discomfort of bearing witness to colonization is beyond the realm of possibility for their visitors. Finally, *Welcome to Jerusalem*, the exhibition at the Jewish Museum Berlin, highlights the city’s complex human, cultural, and religious past and present, using stimulating visual and artifactual displays and projections while also incorporating the conflict into the portrayal of the city. In this way, the Jewish Museum Berlin’s truthtelling actively undermines Israeli settler-colonial narratives surrounding Jerusalem.

**Tower of David Museum**

Jerusalem’s history museum asserts to present the city’s multicultural past. Yet, in reality, it highlights its Jewish and Israeli heritages.7 Established by an Israeli nonprofit organization in 1989, it operates in concert with municipal and governmental agencies.8 Its official mission is to educate the public on the historical heritage of the city, by means of illustrative methods in lieu of original artifacts. Situated near Jaffa Gate, just inside the Old City, it proclaims Israel’s ownership narrative of a “united” city, trying to counter its status of occupied territory according to international law. The museum positions itself as a site that excludes Palestinians and their history. Located in an ancient citadel, it aspires to showcase Jerusalem’s legacy in chronological order.9 Designed around a courtyard that incorporates archaeological remains (figure 1).

![Figure 1. Tower of David Museum organized around central courtyard featuring archaeological remains. Photo Katharina Galor.](image-url)
1), the main displays in the surrounding exhibit halls feature replicas, models, reconstructions, dioramas, holograms, photographs, drawings, audio and video recordings, and, since October 2017, a hi-tech innovation lab using augmented and virtual reality technologies.\textsuperscript{10}

The building dates from the Crusader period, with modifications and additions from the Ayyubid, Mamluk, and Ottoman periods.\textsuperscript{11} The lack of adequate labels, however, dismisses the structure’s Christian and Islamic legacies.\textsuperscript{12} Examples are the Crusader column capitals at the museum entrance (figure 2), several Ayyubid and Mamluk inscriptions, and the Ottoman period \textit{mihrab} and \textit{minbar} (figure 3), incorporated in the single exhibit hall that summarizes the city’s Islamic and Crusader periods.\textsuperscript{13} The building, however, merely functions as an anonymous decorative frame, directing the visitor’s gaze primarily towards the carefully curated narrative orchestrated in the exhibit halls.

While the historical sequence does incorporate all main periods, events representing Jerusalem’s Jewish and Israeli religious and national perspectives are clearly singled out and stressed. For instance, the final exhibit space until recently centered around Israel’s capture of East Jerusalem in 1967, and the Israeli national holiday called “Jerusalem Day,” which celebrates the city’s “reunification” of East and West. The Palestinian and largely international perspective, which identifies this moment in the city’s history as the beginning of Israel’s occupation, is not included.\textsuperscript{14} The contested nature of the political reality and the mostly critical
voices against the biased display no doubt led to the overhaul of this room, which now ends the historical survey with a narrative of the British Mandate period. Other recent transformations include a so-called digital innovation lab and the integrated space of “Herod’s Palace and the Kishle,” highlighting the First and Second Temple periods.\(^\text{15}\) No doubt, the narrative caters to the museum’s public of mostly Israeli and American Jews, as well as Evangelical Christians, and largely excludes Palestinians.\(^\text{16}\) Just as the Israeli settler-colonial project seeks to systematically erase Palestinians, so does the historical narrative displayed in the Tower of David Museum.

### The Palestinian Museum

The foundational principle of this newly built museum is to display the Palestinian heritage as a national endeavor. Located in the West Bank, at only 25 km distance from Jerusalem but separated by the wall and checkpoints controlled by the Israeli military, the museum opened its doors to the public in August of 2016. Taawon (Welfare Association), a non-profit foundation devoted to humanitarian and development projects for Palestinians, established the museum. Initially, it was intended primarily to memorialize the Nakba. The project, however, quickly expanded its mission to document Palestinian history more broadly, and to engage with its society, art, and culture from the early nineteenth century onward.\(^\text{17}\) *Jerusalem Lives (Tahya Al Quds)*, planned as the museum’s inaugural exhibition between August 2017 and January 2018, fulfilled all of these principles.\(^\text{18}\) At the center of the temporary show was Israel’s occupation of Jerusalem and the suppression of its Palestinian population, presenting this political act as a “failed project of globalization,” economically, politically, ideologically, and culturally. Israel’s investment in trying to project the image of Jerusalem as a cosmopolitan and multicultural city, with a religiously and ethnically diverse population, was exposed as deceitful. A range of artistic media, including scale models, original artifacts, maps, posters, and videos, some of them interactive, were displayed on walls zigzagging through the building. Contemporary artworks and sound installations by Palestinian, Arab, and international artists, both within the building as well as in the terraced gardens, engaged the main narrative. Exemplary projects of the outdoor spaces included Vera Tamari’s sculpture “Home” (figure 4), consisting of a caged stairwell evocative of the former Palestinian houses in Jerusalem’s Old City, fenced in since 1967 for “security reasons;” Khalil Rabah’s “48%, 67%,” (figure 5), part of the artist’s larger project called *Palestine after*...
Palestine New Sites for the Museum Department (2017) about the distressing events of ethnic cleansing; and Nina Sinnokrot’s “KA (Oslo)”, a 2 JCB 3CX 1993-model backhoe arm (figure 6), embodying the physical destruction of Palestinian homes and villages by Israel. Despite media attention, and the presence of a distinguished group of visitors on the inauguration of the exhibit, the total number of visitors was regrettably low, in part given the museum’s remote location and difficult access, but mostly a result of the dispersed population since Israel’s occupation. Partaking in cultural events, after all, is a privilege that most Palestinians cannot enjoy under the current situation.19

The task of asserting a Palestinian cultural legacy is closely linked to the political struggle of resistance. As a result, Jerusalem’s Jewish heritage was not integrated into the display of Jerusalem Lives. And while the struggle unites, various factors contributed to the curatorial challenge of featuring a single heritage narrative. Other than the geographic fragmentation among the Diaspora, Israel, the West Bank, and the Gaza Strip, Palestinians differ by religion between Islam and Christianity, not to mention secular and Islamist streams – all societal disparities that shape the various heritage perceptions. The settler colonial discourse is here engaged from the perspective of the colonized, a concept that frames the narrative and contextualizes the artifacts.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art

On 26 September 2016, the Metropolitan Museum of Art opened a three-month long exhibit Jerusalem 1000–1400: Every People Under Heaven, allegedly doing justice to the city’s Jewish, Christian, and Muslim legacies without ideological bias. The lavish display of artifacts included more than two hundred works of art from around the world.20 Curators aimed to project a narrative of harmonious religious and ethnic
co-existence, focusing on the city’s flourishing commercial activity, cultural richness and symbiosis.\(^{21}\) The actual conditions of Jerusalem’s sociohistorical context, including hostility and tension, or hardship and disease, were elided by featuring an almost endless display of the most exquisite and eye-catching objects, reminiscent of Jerusalem or at least of an imaginary ideal. Artefacts encompassed architectural details, glass, metal, and ceramic vessels and objects, jewelry, textiles, manuscripts, and maps. Among those, less than a handful were actually from Jerusalem, an embarrassing shortcoming masked by the projection of Jerusalem photographs onto the walls of the gallery spaces, and by the presentation of videos featuring interviews with Jerusalem residents and historians (figure 6). Artefacts included a fourteenth-century Mamluk mosque lamp of Sultan Barquq from Syria; the twelfth-century “Chasse of Ambazac” made of gilded copper, champlévé enamel, rock crystal, semiprecious stones, faience, and glass from Limoges, France (figure 7); a fourteenth-century illustrated Passover Haggadah manuscript page from Catalonia with the words: “next year in Jerusalem, amen;” and several intricately sculpted twelfth-century limestone capitals from the Basilica of the Annunciation in Nazareth (figure 8), an artistic tradition that differs greatly from the Jerusalem workshops, one of numerous curatorial deficiencies.\(^ {22}\) Curators used the recognition of Jerusalem along with an idealized perception of the intertwined Jewish, Christian, and Muslim legacies as a way to market a concept that would appeal to the anticipated visitor community. It appears that both critics and most of the roughly two hundred thousand visitors were charmed by the dazzling array of prized artifacts, obfuscating the lack of historical depth and accuracy.\(^ {23}\) Jerusalem’s complicated histories of Jewish, Christian, and Muslim cultures, rife with wars and conflict, not to mention contested Israeli and Palestinian heritage narratives, were largely whitewashed. Settler colonial dynamics, tension, and asymmetric power dynamics, both past and present, were thus effaced entirely.
Jewish Museum Berlin

*Welcome to Jerusalem*, a temporary exhibit on display at the Jewish Museum Berlin between 11 December 2017 and 30 April 2019 featured two thousand years of history, structured thematically and presenting all three monotheistic heritage narratives (figure 8). Displaying both authentic artifacts and replicas, including maps, models, and media installations, this show explored historical and religious perspectives, highlighting people’s daily lives while engaging political repercussions of the Israel-Palestine conflict. The JMB’s central mission has been “to study and present Jewish life in Berlin and Germany and to create a meeting place for the wider community.” More so than any European and even any other German city, Berlin assumes responsibility for the atrocities committed during World War II and engages with the past and ongoing consequences – a process known as mastering the past or *Vergangenheitsbewältigung*. In German public discourse this responsibility extends to a commitment to the safety of Israel, and hence the judgment of all forms of Israel criticism as anti-Semitic. The non-exclusive focus on Jerusalem’s Jewish heritage perspective in the Berlin museum thus resulted in criticism of the *Welcome to Jerusalem* exhibit, despite the effort toward a historically balanced and accurate display. Thematically the galleries engaged traditional themes including shifting borders, pilgrimage, sacred sites, monuments, and artifacts. It did, however, also investigate contentious debates around Zionist principles, religious fundamentalism, nationalist tendencies, and Israel’s occupation, incorporating diverse political outlooks. Among these were the consideration of “Religious Perspectives on Jerusalem” engaging various controversial acts of spiritual advocacy, including an anti-Zionist ultra-Orthodox group participating in Palestinian solidarity protests; adherents of the Temple Mount Movement and their efforts to breed a red cow for sacrificial rituals; and finally Miri Regev, Israeli Minister of Culture and Sports in an evening dress decorated with a picture of the Dome of the Rock alongside images from social media platforms parodying the dress (figure 9). Another critical engagement with Jerusalem’s turbulent history was the Film-Rotunda referred to as “Conflict” featuring a 20-minute video survey juxtaposing historical footage from multiple archives (figure 10).

In contrast to the three other Jerusalem shows examined here, the JMB exhibit did not elide the contentious nature of the city’s religious, historical, and cultural legacy.
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Despite historical accuracy, the show was accused of being “non-Jewish,” “Israel critical,” and “pro-Palestinian.”

Israeli prime minister Benjamin Netanyahu requested that Germany’s chancellor Angela Merkel retract all state funding in support of the Jewish Museum, as the curation diverted from Germany’s usual Zionist narrative tendencies. A diverse visitor community of Germans and international tourists came to see the exhibit, both a sophisticated and well-informed public as well as visitors without prior knowledge. The exhibit mirrored Berlin’s general drive to be pioneering, inclusive, honest, and critical. Despite public reproaches from Netanyahu, Jeremy Issacharoff, Israel’s ambassador to Germany, and Josef Schuster, director of the Central Council of Jews in Germany, Welcome to Jerusalem drew significant crowds of visitors who were eager to explore the city’s multidimensional sociopolitical and religious-historical legacies. The complexity of the settler-colonial context was not ignored while doing justice to the city’s rich and intertwined Jewish, Christian, and Muslim heritage. The Jewish Museum Berlin’s exhibit therefore undermined Israeli settler colonial narratives on Jerusalem.

**Conclusion**

Representations of Jerusalem have different meanings and implications for those who are colonized, those who perpetrate colonization, and finally for those who are external to the conflict but take an active part in the discourse surrounding it. The four Jerusalem exhibits that we have analyzed reveal different curatorial choices that are shaped by this settler colonial context, and they intentionally or unintentionally take positions on the city’s contested heritage.

The religious and historical legacy of Jerusalem has played a key role in the ongoing
geopolitical conflict among Jews and Arabs, Israelis and Palestinians, and regardless of the mission of the exhibit or museum, the display – in dialogue with the visitor communities – takes an active role in fostering a particular narrative perspective and positioning. The different themes and narratives chosen, however, often reflect and inflect the identity politics of the targeted visitor communities, rather than serving as an educational mission and platform that stands for itself. The visitor’s knowledge and understanding of the conflict remains a product of engagement and dialogue, in which museum and visitors take part together in a form of silent political activism under the guise of cultural engagement.

The Tower of David Museum, in highlighting Jerusalem’s history through the lens of the Israeli settler colonial state objectives, while erasing the Palestinian presence and narrative perspectives, reinforces the existing confrontational national divides over Jerusalem. Jerusalem Lives at the Palestinian Museum engages the conflict by focusing on Palestinian narratives and by excluding Jewish narratives that resonate with the Israeli state. Suffering from a relative lack of visitors, the conditions of viewing at the Palestinian Museum are shaped by Israeli state subjugation of ideas, bodies, and movement across lines of difference, mirroring the reality of Jerusalem.
for its Palestinian residents. *Jerusalem 1000–1400: Every People Under Heaven* at the Metropolitan Museum of Art models how curating conflict can also result in the elision of settler colonialism, responding to desires of sponsors, visitors, and others who prefer a sanitized aesthetic, displaying artefacts and images from a reified past, and the illusionary gaze onto an imagined pluralistic rather than conflict-ridden Jerusalem. *Welcome to Jerusalem* at the Jewish Museum Berlin instead curates in a manner that engages the conflict, caring for the past and present of Jerusalem in a way that has come to define so much of the German state and society’s sensitive and nuanced recognition of its own history and responsibility. In their unapologetic refusal to cease bearing witness to Israeli or Palestinian cultural heritage, despite formidable external pressure to do so, we witnessed firsthand how the curatorial team has modeled collaborative curation. The high numbers of visitors to their Jerusalem exhibit demonstrates the strong desire among the larger public to face the realities of colonization, rather than to avert their eyes.

Museum curation in this and other contexts where there is an asymmetrical distribution of power must acknowledge disparities in access to resources and mobility as a result of settler colonialism. Just as Jerusalem cannot be evaluated apolitically, these exhibitions cannot be evacuated of the role of power in their own construction and curation. The four hundred thousand yearly visitors to the Tower of David Museum, for example, are largely Israelis and tourists whom Israel welcomes while it polices the presence of tourists in the West Bank. The visitors to *Jerusalem Lives* of the Palestinian Museum are already circumscribed by whom the Israeli state invites to or keeps away from Jerusalem. Many of the West Bank Palestinians who attended the exhibit could not visit the city of Jerusalem itself. Additionally, the town of Birzeit has often been under siege by Israel, which makes it a very different space from the state-sanctioned Tower of David Museum, which enjoys Israeli governmental support. In conceptualizing curatorial practices through ethnography, anthropologists are attuned to the heterogeneous nature of curation and the power that underlies how particular narratives are privileged over others. This knowledge is critical to scholarship that connects museum studies with settler colonial studies.
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